
M/Y THYKE III
YACHT FOR CHARTER

PERSHING 90’ 
2008|2024
ITALIAN Flag
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Built in 2008, Thyke III is the perfect 
yacht for zipping between 

destinations, with an array of social 
and lounging options, as well as a 
convenient swim platform offering 

easy access into the sea, she is 
primed for fabulous outdoor 

adventures.



Thyke III benefits from some excellent 
features to improve your charter, 
particularly Wi-Fi connectivity, allowing 
you to stay connected at all times, 
should you wish. You can stay 
comfortable on board whatever the 
weather, with air conditioning during your 
charter.
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Indulge in the ultimate outdoor 
adventure as you bask in the unrivalled 
comfort of THYKE III’s sunpads, offering 
the perfect blend of speed, comfort, 
and style at a breathtaking top speed of 
42 knots. With sporty grey furnishings, the 
exterior provides a chic hangout 
whether you’re cruising or anchored. 
Take advantage of the optional shaded 
seating on the foredeck or relax on the 
expansive sunpads, creating a space for 
everyone to enjoy together.
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Built in 2008, Thyke III is the perfect 
yacht for zipping between 
destinations, with an array of social 
and lounging options, as well as a 
convenient swim platform offering 
easy access into the sea, she is 
primed for fabulous outdoor 
adventures. Totally refit in 2024: She 
has been fully customised in a unique 
style – you won’t find another 
Pershing 90 like this



.
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Thyke III is great for families thanks 
to her child-friendly setup. She 
offers guest accommodation for 
up to 9 guests with a layout 
comprising a master suite, one VIP 
cabin, one double cabin and one 
twin cabin. There are 5 beds in 
total, including 1 king, 1 queen, 2 
singles and 1 pullman. She is also 
capable of carrying up to 4 crew 
onboard to ensure a relaxed luxury 
yacht charter experience.



Step into stylish interiors adorned with 
light wood panelling and striking black 
accents, exuding sophistication on the 
water. Perfect for socializing and 
entertaining, THYKE III features 
impressive leisure and entertainment 
facilities throughout.
The spacious master cabin is a 
sanctuary flooded with natural light, 
equipped with a large wall-mounted TV 
and a luxurious ensuite featuring his and 
hers basins. The VIP cabin offers ample 
space and its own wall-mounted TV, 
while a third double cabin and a twin 
cabin make this yacht ideal for families 
seeking the ultimate holiday retreat.
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Master cabin
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Bathroom  details
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VIP Cabin
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Tenders and Toys:

2 Seabobs, Kayak,
tender williams 325,
Snorkeling equipment
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Technical Specs
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Layout
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Price list 

� Charter rates – Retail price list :

Weekly rate Daily rate

� June € 48.000,00 TBC

� July € 55.000,00                  TBC 

� August € 55.000,00                  TBC 

� Our offer includes: 

� taxes, crew ( 4 people) , mooring, insurance cat. A ( full insurance),
licenses, transfer from the villa to the harbour and back – soft drinks –

� weekly rate : two free daily lunch for six people

� Not included:

� Italian Vat (22%),fuel, galley, mooring taxes in different harbor of our
base
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Reservation terms 

� Security deposit: yes

� In advance, at reservation 50 %

� To settle 30 days before emb. 50 %

� Possibility One Way: yes
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Contact
� Spice Yacht srl

� Mobile: +39 348 0549109
� Phone: +39 0187 765602

Reg.Office : Piazza Caduti Per La Liberta’N.30, 19124 La Spezia
HQ : Via Giacomo Doria N.74, 19124 La Spezia

Web: www.spiceyacht.com |  Mail: info@spiceyacht.com
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